
● Hello from Moby!
● Please take the 

Therapy Dog 
survey posted on 

Google 
Classroom

● After your name 
put class period



Agenda:

1. 2 minute interviews
2. Harvard article
3. Info writing prompt
4. JFK speech (read and take notes))



Complete ISN:

Objective(s): I can read to understand a speech and begin outlining 
an informational paragraph.
Purpose:  Read first to understand / purpose of reading at the 
start.
Success Criteria: Notes added to ISN for informational 
paragraph
Supplies:   ISN / Pencil or pen / laptop

Homework:  Finish reading JFK speech and record notes in ISN for 
his main points. 



Daily procedures in action:

●
●

■
●
●

■



 Helping / State of Being Verbs

Am are be been being can

Could did do does had has have

Is may might

Must shall should

Was were will would

Keep practicing!



2 Minute Interviews- record in ISN

1. Family: Who is in your family? Feel free to include pets
2. Place- what is the best place you've ever been? 0r a 

place you'd like to visit? 
3. Hobby- do you have one? if so, what is it?
4. Other?  What should your partner know about you?



Harvard Article

1. Using your ISN, record main points
2. Add one explanation for each main point
3. Mrs. Thorson will separate you into 6 groups- read 

thoroughly your assigned number and be ready to report 
out to the group.

4. What is our purpose for reading this article?  Quick 
preview- what should we take away?



1. Understand your 
purpose for 
reading

2. Preview- what do 
you see?

3. Record each of 
the 6 Reading 
habits for Harvard 
and one take 
away for each. (In 
your ISN)



Record each of the 
6 Reading habits for 
Harvard and one 
take away for each. 
(In your ISN)



Informational Writing prompt

What are Kennedy’s 2 main points in his Inaugural address 
and which do you find most compelling?

Video- JFK's Inaugural Address
13:03

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PEC1C4p0k3E








Works cited is its own page

It should be a reference that matches each citation you 
have in your paper (it tells where to find the cited 
information)

Kennedy, John F,  “Inaugural Address” 1963. Realms of   
       Gold: A Core Knowledge Reader, Vol. 3. 
       Charlottesville, Virginia: Core Knowledge Foundation, 
       2000. 292-296. Print.



Using your Reading Habits of Harvard

Read JFK’s Inaugural address and complete notes in your 
ISN to answer the prompt.

You may use Cornell notes example as follows:



Important 
quotes from 
the text go 
here

Explanation of each quote  / 
importance / detailed information goes 
here

Separate each with bullet points

One inch summary of page notes here - Major points



HOMEWORK:

1. Complete reading of Kennedy’s Inaugural address
2. Complete cornell notes (or something similar) for next 

class


